The Best Boss
Do you remember your best boss? Do you wonder “Am I a best boss?” or “What
does a best boss do?” then this course is for you!
Whatever title you go by (boss, manager, owner, leader) today’s best boss is vital to
the guiding the achievement of goals while interacting effectively with individuals at
all levels of the organization. Their primary responsibility is to make sure the
organization’s goals are achieved, and yet they know that they can’t do it alone.
They are the glue that unites employees with the organization’s goals. They paint a
picture of what needs to be done and then they help employees achieve it. The key
is understanding that the best bosses are the ones who know what people wan t
from work and provide the environment for success.
This interactive course will provided bosses with a means of assessing their
behaviors in leading, motivating and inspiring their employees. Knowing more about
your leadership skills will enable you to leverage your strengths and improve your
weaknesses. Input from those who work for you is encouraged (there’s a short
assessment they fill out) but is not required.
Objectives: After completing this workshop participants will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

Become familiar with the six Best Boss skill sets
Understand their personal perception of their areas of strengths and
areas for improvement
Understand what their employees consider to be their strengths and
weaknesses (if employees fill out assessments of their boss)
Learn how to tap into the motivations and strengths of their employees
Be able to apply what they learn back on the job in the “real world”

Who will benefit:
• Business Owners and Managers
• Leaders and Managers who operate by influence (no direct reports)
• Supervisors
• Office Managers and Professionals who have employees reporting to
them or who influence subordinates
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